Establishing a prediction model, with linearity and few dof (degree of freedom), is a key step for the design of a control algorithm based on the modern control theory. In this paper, such a model is needed for active suppression of vehicle longitudinal lowfrequency vibration. However, many dynamic processes in the vehicle have different effects on the vibration. Therefore, a detailed coupling model is firstly established, considering the dynamics of the torsional vibrations of the driveline and the tire, the tire force nonlinearity, and the vehicle vertical and pitch vibrations. Based on this model, sensitivity analysis is conducted and the results show that the tire slip, the torsional stiffness of the half-shaft, and the tire have great influences on the longitudinal vibration. Then a threedof model is obtained by linearizing the tire slip into damping. A parameter estimation method is designed to obtain the model parameters. Finally, the model is validated. The time domain response, error analysis, and frequency response results demonstrate that the 3-dof model has a good consistency with the detailed coupling model. It is suitable as a control-oriented model.
Introduction
With the development of the automotive industry, there is a growing emphasis on the quality of automobile, of which drivability is the key factor. The longitudinal low-frequency (0-10 Hz) vibration of the vehicle is an important part in drivability evaluation [1] as shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, it is an automotive NVH research focus. Usually, longitudinal low-frequency vibration is characterized by frequency and attitude or power spectrum of vehicle longitudinal acceleration or jerk (the derivative of acceleration), which happens with greater amplitude in some transient operating conditions, such as rapid acceleration and emergency deceleration [2] . Due to the resonant frequency of the human organs in this range, passengers are more sensitive to vehicle lowfrequency vibration, resulting in a serious dissatisfaction with the comfort [3] . Therefore, in order to improve drivability and comfort, it is necessary to solve the problem of vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration.
In recent years, a large number of studies on this issue have been carried out at home and abroad, which focus on the mechanisms and vibration control methods of this phenomenon. In respect of mechanism, Rabeih and Crolla [4] have studied on the mechanism and influence factors. He pointed out that longitudinal low-frequency vibration is mainly excited by the first-order torsional vibration of driveline and could be disturbed by the vertical vibration of suspensions. A sudden change in the engine torque causes the torsional vibration of the transmission system, resulting in fluctuation in the drive torque of the wheel, which in turn affects the vehicle longitudinal acceleration. Transmission ratio, flywheel quality, vehicle quality, transmission stiffness, and damping have different impacts on the frequency and amplitude of vehicle longitudinal vibration. However, this article does not reveal the interaction between the tire longitudinal force and the suspension vertical force during tip-in process. In addition, a quarter car model used in this article does not consider the effect of the pitch vibration on the tire longitudinal force during acceleration. Sorniotti of the University of Surrey in the UK [5] pointed out that the main factors affecting the vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration were the stiffness of the driveshaft and half-shaft. The vibration frequency differs under different gears, such as high-frequency vibration under high gear. Crowther and Zhang in Sydney University of Science and Technology [6] pointed out that many nonlinear factors, such as clutch friction characteristics, transmission shaft clearance, and tire stiffness, had greater impacts on longitudinal low-frequency vibration. It is found that the frequency of longitudinal vibration mainly depends on the engine output torque increase rate, gear position, and engine flywheel mass moment of inertia through experiments [7] . In addition, the literature [8] has studied the effect of road surface on the half-shaft torque fluctuation, indicating that the vibration frequency and amplitude of the half-shaft torque are closely related to the conditions of the road surface. From this point of view, road conditions may influence the vehicle longitudinal vibration.
In the aspect of the longitudinal low-frequency vibration suppression, active compensation of engine (internal combustion engine vehicle) or motor (electric or hybrid vehicle) torque has been developed and adopted by many scholars and automotive companies. There are two main methods including open-loop and closed-loop control. The concept of open-loop control is the limit of the engine torque increase rate. That is, a torque increase rate limitation is obtained by querying the MAP under a certain operating condition and is applied in engine torque control. This method is generally used by automotive companies, especially in avoiding the impact of the transmission system through the backlash, which could increase the amplitude of longitudinal vibration. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of this control method depends entirely on the subjective idea of the calibration engineers. At the same time, a large number of MAPs need to be calibrated to cover torque rate limitation at different gear, different engine speed, and different accelerator pedal position, which consumes a lot of development time. Taking into account the above deficiencies, there are more automotive companies tending to develop automatic closed-loop control method to suppress the longitudinal lowfrequency vibration gradually. Closed-loop control is divided into non-model-based and model-based control methods. The former does not require accurate power transmission system and vehicle models. With the calibration of the PID three parameters, a certain indicator is tracked to reduce the vibration amplitude of longitudinal acceleration. The indicators mainly include the speed difference (the engine flywheel speed divided by whole transmission ratio, then subtracting wheel speed, and it is abbreviated as "speed difference" in this paper) [9] and the fluctuation components of engine speed [10, 11] . These control methods execute and take effect only when the vibration is detected. In other words, the longitudinal vibration has happened already. Therefore, there is a certain control delay and the vibration suppression effectiveness is limited. The model-based closed-loop control method, which is applied to the vehicle longitudinal lowfrequency vibration control, mainly includes the pole placement method based on modern control theory [12, 13] , the root locus method based on classical control theory [14] , and the method based on optimal control theory [15, 16] . This kind of control algorithm has the advantages of high portability, less reliance on experimental calibration, and high control precision. However, since the control output depends on the optimization of the state or output variables, which are calculated from the established system model in real time, the accuracy of the model has considerable impact on the control effectiveness. In addition, in order to reduce the hardware overhead of the control system and simplify the structures of the control algorithm, the dynamic model should have fewer orders. Nevertheless, this demand contradicts the model accuracy. Therefore, the establishment of a linear model, having few degrees of freedom and high consistency with real longitudinal vibration process, will be the prerequisite for the successful design of the longitudinal vibration suppression algorithm based on modern control theory.
In order to design a controller to suppress the longitudinal low-frequency vibration, a two-degree-of-freedom vehicle longitudinal vibration model was established, in which engine flywheel, clutch, gearbox, and drive shaft are equivalent to one inertia and the wheel is equivalent to the second inertia. The wheel inertia is affected by the load, which consists of the rolling resistance, air drag, and vehicle mass. The two equivalent inertias are connected by the half-shaft with stiffness and damping. Based on this model, a thirdorder state space equation was designed [16] . Literatures [14, 17] also used the double-inertia model for longitudinal vibration control. Although the amplitude of acceleration fluctuation decreases, obvious fluctuation still can be seen from the results. A different type of dual-inertia model was designed. The differences are that the second inertia was equivalent to the inertia of vehicle mass and an equivalent damping, representing the tire dynamics, was connected in series to half-shaft [18] . Also, a dual-inertia model was expressed in the form of a transfer function to design controller in literature [19] . In literature [20] , a three-inertia model was established and the three inertias were connected 3 by two shafts with torsional stiffness and damping. The model parameters were obtained by an identification method and the accuracy is compared with a dual-inertia model. However, the model does not take into account the tire torsional stiffness and slip, which indeed have obvious impacts on longitudinal vibration. Therefore, the control results based on this model showed a certain acceleration vibration. In the literature [8] , a number of longitudinal vibration models with different degrees of freedom were established. The simulation results showed that the model, considering tire torsional dynamic, could reflect the real longitudinal acceleration fluctuation, whereas obtaining method of model parameters and design of reduced-order model were not involved.
In summary, it is very important to establish a few degree-of-freedom linear dynamic model which can reflect the dynamic process of vehicles longitudinal vibration, which has considerable influence on the control effectiveness of the vibration suppression controller based on the modern control theory. Therefore, the modeling of a control-oriented vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration model will be the focus of this paper. Firstly, a detailed multi-degreeof-freedom vehicle longitudinal vibration dynamic model is established, considering the torsional vibration of the transmission system and tire, the nonlinear longitudinal force of the tire, and the pitch and vertical vibration of the suspension. Based on this model, the sensitivity of different influence factors on the longitudinal vibration, consisting of the internal stiffness of the clutch, stiffness of the halfshaft, torsional dynamic of tire, nonlinear force of tire, and pitch vibration caused by the stiffness of the suspension, is analyzed. Then the main factors affecting the longitudinal vibration are obtained. Afterwards two reduced-order models, simplified from the detailed multi-degree-of-freedom vehicle model, are established and satisfy the modeling requirements of modern control theory. One part of the model parameters is derived from the vehicle parameters based on the lumped-mass method and law of the conservation of energy and other parts of those parameters are obtained by means of parameter estimation method. Finally, the consistency of the simplified model with detailed model is verified. As a result, the three-degree-of-freedom model can reflect the vehicles longitudinal low-frequency vibration accurately.
This paper is mainly composed of the following five sections. In Section 2, a detailed multi-degree-of-freedom vehicle longitudinal vibration model is established, considering the dynamics of transmission system, tire, suspension, and vehicle body, which can reflect the characteristics of vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration. In Section 3, the sensitivity of the influences of different components and parameters on longitudinal vibration are analyzed and the main influence factors are analyzed. Section 4 shows the reduced-order model, model reduction method, and model parameters obtained method. Section 5 verifies the consistency of the simplified model. Section 6 summarizes the full text.
Coupling Model of Vehicle Longitudinal Vibration
The research object is a front-engine-front-wheel-drive vehicle, in which the engine output torque is transmitted to driving wheels through the clutch, gearbox, differential and half-shaft. Longitudinal force from the ground is applied on the driving wheels and is transmitted through the swing arm, bushing, and vehicle frame to drive the vehicle. The longitudinal acceleration depends largely on the rotational acceleration of the driving wheels, determined by the combined action of the half-shaft torque and the ground longitudinal force. Torque fluctuation of the half-shaft is mainly influenced by the elastic characteristics of the driveline and excitation torque of the engine while the longitudinal force applied on the driving wheels is effected by the tire slip and tire vertical force. In tip-in condition, the engine torque with rapid increase rate causes torque fluctuation of the half-shaft, which makes the torsional acceleration of driving wheels fluctuate. This will cause slip ratio and longitudinal force to fluctuate. This fluctuation in turn exacerbates torsional vibration of driving wheels and longitudinal vibration of wheel center, affecting vehicle longitudinal vibration. In addition, in tipin condition, the load transfer between the front and rear wheels as well as the vertical stiffness of the suspensions and tires will cause tire vertical force to fluctuate, which alters road adhesion condition and longitudinal force. This can aggravate wheel torsional vibration and vehicle longitudinal vibration. It can be seen that the longitudinal low-frequency vibration transfer path is the engine-transmission systemtire-ground-bushing-body, in which the longitudinal force between the tire and ground is affected by suspension vibration, as shown in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows that vehicle longitudinal vibration is a coupling vibration of the transmission system torsional vibration, tire nonlinear vibration, and suspension vertical and body pitch vibration. Therefore, vibrations of the three parts should be taken into account to build the longitudinal vibration dynamic model.
Powertrain Torsional Vibration
Submodel. The structure of the power transmission system is shown in Figure 3 , consisting of the engine (denoted by subscript ), the clutch (denoted by subscript ), the gearbox (denoted by subscripts 1, 2, representing a pair of meshing gears), the differential (denoted by subscript df), the half-shaft (denoted by subscript hs), the hub (including rim and brake disc denoted by subscript rim), and the tire (denoted by subscript ). The sign represents the angular displacement. is the mass moment of inertia and is the torque. Subscripts and represent right and left. and represent front and rear. Detailed definition of all the symbols are given in Table 5 .
is the engine output torque. is the clutch torque (induced by torsional shock absorber).
is the engine flywheel inertia. The engine flywheel satisfies the following kinetic equation: In a fixed gear position, where the clutch is always in the engaged state, ignoring the clutch slip phenomenon, the clutch torque meets
Gearbox input and output shaft are short and the stiffness of the shaft and gear are relatively large. Therefore, the elasticity of gearbox shafts is ignored and considered as rigid connection. The clutch, gearbox input shaft, gears, output shaft, and differential output shaft are lumped together as one moment of inertia, d . It satisfies
with d given by
hs is the torque of the half-shaft calculated by
Assuming the differential is locked and wheels in both sides have the same condition, the wheel rotation speed and torque can be expressed aṡ
2.2. Tire Submodel. The tire is modeled in this study based on the same principle of a published work in this area by Sharp and Jones [21] , Pacejka [22] , and Bartram et al. [8] , which includes the tire torsional stiffness and the vertical stiffness, expressed as and , respectively, as shown in Figure 4 . The hub, the rim, and the brake disc are lumped together as one rotating inertia due to the rigid connection. tire is the tire inertia.
is the sprung mass. The wheel rim is connected to the vehicle body through the vertical and longitudinal springs and dampers.
This paper mainly studies the vehicle longitudinal lowfrequency vibration under start-up tip-in condition, in which the rolling resistance can be neglected due to low wheel speed. The rear wheels are passive driven, considered as a part of the body quality. The equation for the driving wheel hub is rimrim = hs − tire . The equation for the tire is
where is the driving torque generated from the ground and defined as
is the effective wheel rolling radius.
tire is the torque transferred from the rim to the tire, caused by the angular displacement deviation of the elastic tire, calculated by
The longitudinal force applied on the tire from the ground is nonlinear, which can be calculated by the Magic Tire Formula. The Magic Tire Formula has high consistency with the experimental data. The longitudinal force is calculated as follows:
The four parameters ( , , , ) represent the nonlinearity characteristics of the tire longitudinal force, which together determine the stiffness, the shape, the peak, and the curvature of the friction coefficient-slip curve.
is the vertical force, of which value varies with the vertical vibration of the tire and the suspension. It is derived in the next chapter.
is the tire slip ratio, defined as follows:
wherė1 is the longitudinal speed of the rim center anḋis the rotating speed of the tire. Since the longitudinal force between the tire and the vehicle body is mainly transmitted through the bushing, vehicle longitudinal vibration is closely related to the elastic characteristics of the bushing. The longitudinal dynamics relationship between the wheel and the vehicle body is shown as̈1
where 1 is the longitudinal displacement of the rim mass center and 2 is the longitudinal displacement of the vehicle mass center. is the longitudinal force applied between the body and the wheel. and are the stiffness and damping coefficients of the bushing, respectively.
Vehicle Body Vertical and Pitch Motion Submodel.
In tip-in condition, the driving wheel is subjected to a large longitudinal force from the ground. Due to the moment balance relationship, the front part of the vehicle has a tendency to rotate clockwise around the vehicle mass center while the rear part of the vehicle has a tendency to rotate counterclockwise, which induces load transfer between the front half-shaft and the rear half-shaft. Vehicle body pitch vibration will be generated due to the shaft load transfer as well as the vertical reciprocating movement of the elastic suspension and tire, which induces the vertical force between tire and ground to fluctuate. As the above considerations, a half-car model is established which is symmetrical with the -axis, as shown in Figure 5 . The stiffness and damping coefficients of the front suspension are and while those of the rear suspension are and . The vertical stiffness coefficients of the front and the rear tire are and while the mass of the front and the rear wheel are and . In all the work conditions, we assume that all wheels keep contact with the ground. is the mass moment of inertia of the sprung mass around the pitch center. The distance between the front shaft and the vehicle mass center is and that between the rear shaft and the vehicle mass center is .
The dynamic equations of the sprung mass are
The vertical motion equations of the front and the rear tires arë=
The vertical force of the front and the rear suspensions are calculated as follows: where the initial values of , , , and are defined as follows:
Assuming the pitch angle is small, the kinetic equations of the sprung mass are valid as follows:
Sensitivity Analysis of Longitudinal Low-Frequency Vibration
The deviation of parameters value between the controloriented simplified model and the real system lead to output errors between the model and the real physical system, which will have serious effect on the control effectiveness. This deviation is caused by the parameter measurement error and the neglect of some dynamic process in the reduced-order model. Therefore, sensitivity analysis is conducted in our study. It can obtain the sensitivity of the longitudinal low-frequency vibration responses to the variation of the system parameters, deciding the system parameters which have great influence on the longitudinal vibration. This can provide the theoretical basis for the simplification of the multi-degree-of-freedom nonlinear model and the analysis of the modeling error of the reduced model. As the longitudinal low-frequency vibration occurs mainly in tip-in condition, a ramp torque is considered as excitation in the sensitivity analysis process, as shown in Figure 6 . The ramp rate is 400 Nm/s and the final value is 200 Nm. 
Sensitivity Analysis of the Driveline.
Assuming that the backlash of a pair of gears is traversed and the gearbox is in a fixed gear, we analyze the influence of the main elastic parts in the driveline on the longitudinal low-frequency vibration, such as the clutch and the half-shaft.
Clutch.
The clutch and the internal torsion spring interrupt the transfer of power and change the natural frequency of the driveline. The internal torsion springs are generally composed of several springs with different torsional stiffness, considered as a nonlinear part. By changing the stiffness and damping of springs, the sensitivity of the vehicle longitudinal acceleration to the clutch parameter is analyzed. The nominal stiffness and damping coefficients of the clutch are 1000 Nm/rad and 20 Nm/(rad/s), respectively. In the range of normal value, 0.5, 1, and 2 times the nominal coefficients are set as system parameters in each simulation. The stiffness coefficient of the clutch is 500 Nm/rad, 1000 Nm/rad, and Shock and Vibration 2000 Nm/rad in sequence. The simulation results are shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen from the figure that the amplitude and frequency of the acceleration vibration increase with the increase of the clutch torsional stiffness, although the change is very small. The damping coefficient has a similar conclusion, omitted here. Based on the fact that the variation of the clutch stiffness and damping have little influence on the longitudinal low-frequency vibration, the nonlinear torsional stiffness and damping of the clutch can be replaced with a fixed value in the reduced-order model.
Half-Shaft.
Keeping other parameters unchanged, by only changing the stiffness of the half-shaft, the sensitivity of the acceleration vibration to the half-shaft stiffness and damping coefficient is analyzed. The nominal stiffness and damping coefficients of the half-shaft are 10000 Nm/rad and 40 Nm/(rad/s), respectively. In the range of normal value, 0.5, 1, and 2 times the nominal coefficients are set as system parameters in each simulation. The stiffness coefficient of the half-shaft is 5000 Nm/rad, 10000 Nm/rad, and 20000 Nm/rad in sequence. Sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figure 8 .
It can be seen that the longitudinal vibration frequency increases as the torsional stiffness increases. Compared with Figure 7 , the influence of the stiffness variation of the halfshaft is more obvious than that of the clutch. It is because that the rise rate of the half-shaft torque is more than ten times greater than that of the engine torque which passes through the gearbox and the differential, increasing twice, especially in the first gear. The torque with greater rise rate will cause larger torsional deformation of the half-shaft, which induces obvious torque fluctuation. This makes the acceleration vibration change seriously. On the contrary, the clutch shaft torsional deformation changes insignificantly with the variation of the torsional stiffness, due to the smaller rise rate of the torque on the clutch shaft. This induces smaller torque fluctuation and leads to little change of the acceleration vibration. The same conclusion applies to the damping coefficient, detailed simulation omitted here for simplicity.
To sum up, the stiffness and damping variations of the clutch and the half-shaft must be taken into account in the establishment of a control-oriented vehicle longitudinal vibration model. More importantly, the accuracy of the halfshaft stiffness coefficient has a great influence on the states and outputs accuracy of the reduced-order model to be established.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Tire.
The tire characteristics, including the torsional stiffness, the nonlinear longitudinal force, and the vertical vibration, have a certain effect on the longitudinal vibration. However, in some literatures on the longitudinal vibration, the tire torsional elasticity and the tire slip characteristics are not considered in detail [18] . In this part, the influence of the tire torsional stiffness and slip on longitudinal vibration are studied firstly and then the sensitivity analysis of the two factors is conducted. Since the vertical stiffness of the tire is closely related to the vertical vibration of the suspension, it will be analyzed together with suspension in Section 3.3.
Torsional Stiffness of the Tire.
As (10) shows, is the equivalent torsional stiffness of the tire, which connects the hub inertia rim to the tire inertia tire . The nominal value of is 13000 Nm/rad. Here the influence of the torsional stiffness of the tire on the longitudinal vibration is studied as shown in Figure 9 . The blue line is the longitudinal acceleration with tire torsional stiffness while the red line is the longitudinal acceleration with the rigid connection between the wheel hub and the tire.
It can be seen that the longitudinal vibration frequency is larger and the overshoot is smaller in the model with the rigid connection between the wheel hub and the tire, compared with the model with tire torsional stiffness.
In the range of normal value, 0.5, 1, and 2 times the nominal coefficients are set as system parameters in each simulation. The torsional stiffness coefficient of the tire is 6000 Nm/rad, 13000 Nm/rad, and 20000 Nm/rad in sequence. Sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figure 10 .
It can be seen that the variation of the tire torsional stiffness has a significant effect on the longitudinal acceleration. The fluctuation amplitude of the longitudinal acceleration decreases obviously while the frequency increases slightly with the increase of the tire torsional stiffness. Therefore, the tire torsional stiffness must be taken into account in the establishment of control-oriented driveline and vehicle longitudinal vibration model.
Relationship between the Tire Slip Ratio and the Friction
Coefficient. As mentioned before, few studies considered the effects of the tire slip on vehicle longitudinal vibration. However, due to the phase asynchronization between the tire rotation speed and the vehicle longitudinal speed, which is caused by the tire slip, the speed measured from the speed sensor on the wheel hub will not accurately reflect the vehicle longitudinal acceleration fluctuation. The deviation between the tire rotation speed and the body longitudinal speed increases dramatically in tip-in condition due to the large longitudinal deformation of the tire caused by the torque with rapid increase rate. Therefore, the effect of the tire slip must be studied and the results are shown in Figure 11 . The blue line is the longitudinal acceleration of the detailed vehicle model with wheel slip ratio variation while the black line is the longitudinal acceleration of the detailed vehicle model ignoring the wheel slip. In other words, the wheel slip ratio keeps zero in the second model, in which the tire rotation speed and the vehicle longitudinal speed keep synchronous.
The blue line in Figure 11 shows that the vehicle longitudinal acceleration gradually stabilizes due to the tire slip. However, the longitudinal acceleration keeps fluctuating in the model with zero slip ratio, shown as red line in Figure 11 , which is seriously inconsistent with the real physical system. Therefore, the tire slip characteristic must be considered in the establishment of control-oriented vehicle longitudinal vibration model. Since the slip ratio value is not equal to zero in real driving conditions and varies from the road adhesion conditions and tire materials, four different road adhesion conditions are established. Tip-in condition is conducted on the four roads separately to investigate the sensitivity of the vehicle longitudinal vibration to the relationship variation between the slip ratio and the friction coefficient. The parameters of the Magic Tire Formula for the four road conditions are shown in Table 1 and the corresponding slip ratio-friction coefficient curve is shown in Figure 12 . These four different road conditions represent the relationship variation between the slip ratio and the friction coefficient.
Sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figure 13 . Lines A, B, and C in Figure 13 show that the variation of the tire adhesion condition has a significant effect on the longitudinal acceleration vibration, especially on amplitude. The longitudinal deformation of the tire tends to be larger with the increase of adhesion coefficient, which induces larger fluctuation of driving torque and vehicle longitudinal acceleration. On the contrary, the longitudinal deformation of the tire tends to be smaller with the smaller adhesion coefficient, resulting in slighter fluctuation of drive torque and From the above analysis, we can see that the tire torsional stiffness and the road surface attachment greatly affect the longitudinal low-frequency vibration. Therefore, the two factors must be taken into account in the establishment of the control-oriented vehicle longitudinal vibration model.
Sensitivity Analysis of the Vehicle Body and the Suspension.
As discussed before, the vertical vibration of the suspension and the tire, together with the longitudinal vibration between the frame and the wheel, have some contributions to vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration. However, the longitudinal vibration of the wheel, caused by the bushing, has very little effect on the longitudinal low-frequency vibration of the vehicle. This is because that the longitudinal stiffness of the tire and the bushing are both huge. The tire longitudinal stiffness is larger than 10 5 N/m and the bushing stiffness is larger than 10 7 N/m, which will induce high-frequency vibration of the wheel and vehicle body. Due to the relatively larger weight of the sprung mass, more than hundreds times than that of wheels, the high-frequency longitudinal vibration of the wheel has very little effect on the longitudinal low-frequency vibration of the sprung mass. In that condition, the longitudinal vibration of the wheel is synchronized with the sprung mass in low-frequency domain. In other words, the wheel hub and the sprung mass are connected rigidly in longitudinal direction. The influence of the bushings is ignored. The former equation (14) is written as
where is the longitudinal displacement of the vehicle. Excluding the bushing, only the sensitivity of the vertical vibration of the suspension and the tire need to be analyzed. The vertical force applied on the tire from the ground fluctuates due to suspension vertical vibration, which makes the tire adhesion condition change. Thus the longitudinal force changes. Firstly, a model considering the suspension vertical vibration and the body pitch motion is simulated. For comparison, another vehicle model does not consider these, in which condition the vertical forces of front and rear wheels keep constant the same as those in stop condition. The longitudinal acceleration of the two models is shown in Figure 14 .
In Figure 14 , the red dotted line is the longitudinal acceleration without considering the pitch vibration, while the blue solid line considers the pitch vibration. It can be seen that the vertical vibration of the suspension has little effect on the frequency of the vehicle longitudinal vibration. In addition, the influence on the amplitude is very small.
In the range of normal value, 0.5, 1, and 2 times the nominal coefficients are set as system parameters in each simulation. Each stiffness coefficient of the front suspension is 5000 Nm/rad, 10000 Nm/rad, and 20000 Nm/rad, respectively. Sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figure 15 . Figure 15 shows that the three models with totally different values of suspension stiffness have almost the same longitudinal acceleration output. The longitudinal acceleration vibration is not sensitive to the variation of the suspension stiffness. In order to analyze the mechanism of this conclusion, some states of the vehicle are shown in Figure 16 .
It can be seen from Figure 16 (c) that the wheel vertical force fluctuates greatly in the vehicle model considering pitch vibration. Meanwhile, the steady-state value of the wheel vertical force is 800 N less than that of the vehicle model ignoring the pitch vibration. Due to the decrease of the vertical force, the tire is easier to slip under the same driving torque. Figure 16(a) shows that the tire slip ratio has a larger fluctuation amplitude and steady-state value under the influence of the suspension. However, the longitudinal force does not increase with the increase of the slip ratio and the longitudinal friction coefficient as shown in Figures  16(a) , 16(b) , and 16(d). The reason is that the road can provide the tire sufficient longitudinal force to balance the torque from half-shaft, but only when the slip ratio is lower than the critical value. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that the suspension vertical and the vehicle body pitch vibrations have little effect on the longitudinal force when the slip ratio is lower than the critical value. In some exceptional conditions, such as low friction coefficient road, suspension vibration will have serious effect on the longitudinal force. This is because that tire slip ratio will exceed the critical value easily when the tire vertical force decreases. In that condition, the tire longitudinal force decreases into a steady value, which weakens acceleration fluctuation amplitude, as shown in Figure 17 . A suspension with low stiffness could also cause the slip ratio to exceed the critical value, which will weaken acceleration fluctuation amplitude.
Although the tire vertical force fluctuates seriously in tip-in condition, caused by the vertical vibration of the suspensions and the tires, the tire longitudinal force is not influenced. The effect of the suspensions on the vehicle longitudinal vibration is negligible when the slip ratio is lower than the critical value. Therefore, the vertical vibration of the tires and the suspensions can be ignored in the establishment of the control-oriented vehicle longitudinal vibration model when the slip ratio is in the approximate linear region.
Reduced-Order Model for Longitudinal Vibration Control
To design a model-based active control algorithm, it is necessary to obtain a model which can reflect the dynamic process of the controlled object. The detailed model established above is not suitable for controller design due to the multiple degree-of-freedom and nonlinear tire force. This will make it difficult and complex to design control algorithms. In addition, it is not suitable for real-time computing due to its complexity. Therefore, a model, not only with a least degrees of freedom and linearization, but also ensuring a real reflection of dynamic process of vehicle longitudinal vibration, is needed. As the previous analysis, the clutch, the half-shaft, and the tire make great contributions to the longitudinal acceleration vibration. The stiffness and damping and the nonlinear part in these components should be taken into account to establish a reduced-order model reasonably. In this part, the model with multiple degrees of freedom and nonlinearity is reduced to two different linear models, respectively. One has two degrees of freedom and another has 
Two-Degree-of-Freedom Model.
A state space equation based on the two-degree-of-freedom model could has fewer state variables, which greatly simplifies the complexity of the controller. A two-degree-of-freedom vehicle longitudinal vibration model have been used in some literatures [14, 18, 20, 23, 24] . Lumped-mass method is used to reduce the order. Elastic components are concentrated as a torsion spring and damping system while rigid components with vital mass are concentrated to certain lumped mass. In this study, the torsional stiffness and damping of the clutch, half-shaft, and tire are simplified to a torsion spring and damping system while the mass of the engine flywheel, clutch, gearbox shaft, differential shaft, half-shaft, and hub are concentrated to a rotational inertia. Since the vibration of the suspensions has little effect on the vehicle longitudinal vibration from the previous analysis, the tire and the vehicle body are concentrated as a rotational inertia. The structure of the two-degree-of-freedom model is shown in Figure 18 .
1 is the lumped rotational inertia of the engine flywheel, the clutch, the gearbox shaft, the differential shaft, the halfshaft, and the wheel hub. 2 is the rotational inertia of the vehicle.
and are the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping coefficient of the clutch, the half-shaft, and the tire. Parameters obtained method is shown in Section 4.3.1 below.
In tip-in condition, rolling resistance and air drag are small due to low speed. Vehicle load can be neglected and thus load is equal to zero. The equations for the two-degreeof-freedom model are 11 = + ⋅ ,
Three-Degree-of-Freedom Model.
One function of the model is to predict the future outputs. In this study, the longitudinal vibration state is predicted based on the model using measured wheel speed as input. However, the wheel speed sensor measures the rotational speed of the hub rather than the tire. The hub speed has a large difference with the tire speed, especially in the tip-in condition. In addition, the tire rotation speed is not synchronous with that of the sprung mass due to the tire slip. Therefore, vehicle longitudinal vibration states cannot be obtained accurately from the model, which neglects the torsional stiffness and the tire slip, such as the two-degree-of-freedom model. The hub, the tire, and the sprung mass must be modeled separately in the new model. To establish this model, the dynamic relationship among the wheel hub, the tire, and the vehicle should be expressed in linear form. The longitudinal force of tire can be calculated by
is the slope in the quasilinear area of the slip ratiofriction coefficient curve, as shown in Figure 19 .
It can be seen that the longitudinal force is not linear with the vehicle speeḋV from equation (22) and Figure 19 . However, the longitudinal low-frequency vibration mainly happens in 1st gear tip-in condition. The engine speed range is from 800 RPM to 3000 RPM, corresponding to 6.5 rad/s-24 rad/s in wheel speed. Since the speed variation is small, it is desirable to take a fixed vehicle speed for linearization. Therefore, (22) can be written as
where V = /̇V 0 anḋV 0 is a fixed value. Equation (23) shows that the tire longitudinal force is proportional to the difference between the wheel speed and the vehicle speed. This means a damping without mass can be equivalent to the connection between the wheel and the sprung mass. The damping coefficient is V . Since the tire mass is much less than the sprung mass, the tire torsional stiffness V and the equivalent damping V can be combined in parallel form. The structure of the three-degreeof-freedom model is shown in Figure 20 .
1 is the lumped rotational inertia of the engine flywheel, the clutch, the gearbox shaft, the differential shaft, and the half-shaft. 2 is the hub (including the hub, the rim, and the brake disk) rotational inertia. 3 is the lumped rotational inertia of the tire and the sprung mass.
and are the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping coefficients of the clutch and the half-shaft.
The equations for the three-degree-of-freedom model are
Parameters obtained method is shown in Section 4.3.2 below.
Model Parameters Estimation.
Since structures and parameter meanings between the two reduced-order model are different, the estimation method of model parameters is different.
Parameter Estimation of Two-Degree-of-Freedom Model.
The equivalent moment of inertia is obtained by the lumpedmass method. However, the moments of inertia of the clutch, the gearbox shaft, and the half-shaft are more than three orders of magnitude lower than that of the engine flywheel. In addition, these moments of inertia should be divided by the square of the gear ratio to lump to the engine side. Therefore, all these moments of inertia can be ignored except that of the engine flywheel. The tire and the sprung mass are lumped to one moment of inertia. The equations are
The values of the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping are calculated by
where = ⋅ . is transmission ratio of the gearbox and is transmission ratio of the differential.
Parameter Estimation of Three-Degree-of-Freedom Model.
The values of the equivalent moments of inertia are obtained by
where is the moment of inertia of engine flywheel. rim is the sum of the moments of inertia of the wheel hub, the rim, and the brake disk. is the sprung mass. tyre is the tire mass. is the wheel effective rolling radius. In this model, the equivalent tire damping is proposed under the assumption of a fixed vehicle speed in tip-in condition. However, in different vehicle speed, the prediction accuracy of the model using this damping value needs to be verified. In addition, the slop varies in different roads and, unfortunately, it cannot be obtained from the tire manufacturers easily. The above two factors affect the determination of the value of the tire equivalent damping. Here, parameter estimation method is used.
Firstly, it needs to determine the parameters to be estimated, the initial values, the inputs of the model, and the reference variables. In this case, the value of the equivalent tire damping V needs to be estimated and initial value is set to 5 Nm/(rad/s). The inputs are the engine torque with different slopes. The reference variables depend on the structure of the state space equation. This is because that the state space equation is needed to describe the dynamic process of the system based on the modern control theory. In this study, the engine speed, the wheel rim speed, and the vehicle speed are taken as the reference variables since they can reflect the dynamic process of real physical system and the longitudinal vibration. The estimated parameters, the inputs, and the reference variables are in the following state space equation (29), transformed from the model differential equation (24):
where
In (31),̇1 is the engine speed.̇2 is the driving wheel rim speed.̇3 is the equivalent vehicle speed in wheel side. is the transmission ratio from the engine to the wheel.
Secondly, a cost function is established as shown by
where ∀ means the data in every acquisition step and acc = 3 ⋅ . In (32),̇1 ,̇2 and acc are engine speed, wheel speed, and longitudinal acceleration, calculated by using (24) . They are the outputs of the 3-dof model established by Matlab/Simulink in Section 5, shown as Figure 23 .̇1 , 2 , and acc are engine speed, wheel speed, and longitudinal acceleration, respectively, obtained from the detailed multidegree-of-freedom vehicle longitudinal vibration model. The latter three variables are the reference signals. The aim is to make the cost function close to its minimum value by adjusting the value of the equivalent tire damping. Here the nonlinear least square algorithm [25] [26] [27] is introduced to solve the problem. That algorithm is conducted to solve the optimal value in Matlab by using the nonlinear least square toolbox [28] . It useṡ1 ,̇2 , acc ,̇1 ,̇2 , acc and initial value of the equivalent tire damping V0 as inputs and calculates the optimal value of V as output, which makes the cost function close to its minimum value.
Since different increase rates of engine torque have different impacts on the amplitude of longitudinal acceleration vibration, estimated results under a certain increase rate may not be able to meet the accuracy requirements in different torque increase rates. In addition, the reducedorder model cannot accurately reflect the vibration in the whole frequency range due to the few degrees of freedom. Therefore, it is necessary to design several experiments to estimate the parameters. The parameter values estimated in different groups are synthesized to obtain a final value. Considering the general tip-in process, the range of torque increase rate is 300-700 Nm/s. Therefore, three experiments are conducted with the torque increase rate of 300 Nm/s, 500 Nm/s, and 700 Nm/s, respectively. Arithmetic average of estimated parameter values from each experiment is considered as the final value. At last, torque increase rate of 400 Nm/s is used to verify the estimated parameter values.
The optimization trajectory of estimated parameter value is shown in Figure 21 , which presents how the estimated parameter values change during the estimation.
As Figure 21 shows, the optimized values are 39.8 Nm/ (rad/s), 44.2 Nm/(rad/s), and 51 Nm/(rad/s), respectively, in the three groups. The average value is 45 Nm/(rad/s). The trajectory of the cost function in the three groups is also shown in Table 2 .
The reference variables including the engine speeḋ1, the driving wheel rim speeḋ2, and the longitudinal acceleration acc are also compared between the 3-dof model and the detailed model, as shown in Figure 22 .
All the estimated parameter values of the two models are shown in Table 3 .
Model Verification
The responses of the two reduced-order models are presented in this subsection. Compared with the response of the detailed vehicle model, accuracy of each reduced-order model is obtained and analyzed. All the models are built in Matlab/Simulink, as shown in Figure 23 .
All the three models have the same input torque with increase rate of 400 Nm/s as shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen from Figure 24 (b) that the two-degreeof-freedom model generally fits the detailed model until the acceleration value reaches its first peak. The reduced-order model has large deviation in frequency and amplitude. The speed differences of the two models has large deviation in the whole time domain as shown in Figure 24(a) . Actually, the reduced-order model is a simple spring and damper system. From Figure 24 a conclusion can be drawn that the two-degree-of-freedom model ignoring the tire slip is an underdamped system. This is because energy dissipates when the tire slip happens, which is equivalent to damping. As in a previous analysis, the tire slip has great influence on longitudinal vibration. Therefore, acceleration of the model ignoring the tire slip keeps vibrating in a longer time, as shown in Figure 24 . Consequently, the two-degree-offreedom vibration model is not able to reflect the vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration. the longitudinal vibration more accurately. Although the vibration of the three-degree-of-freedom model attenuates slower after the fifth peak, this model has enough accuracy if the control algorithm to be designed will suppress the vibration before the first five vibration peaks. In addition, feedback correction can be added to the control algorithm to correct the errors. Therefore, an accurate reduced-order model is obtained.
Verification in Time

Error Analysis.
The errors of the two reduced-order models are shown in Figure 26 . Red lines represent the two-degree-of-freedom model while blue lines represent the three-degree-of-freedom model. Figure 26 shows that errors of three-degree-of-freedom model are smaller than that of two-degree-of-freedom model, no matter speed difference or acceleration. Table 4 shows the error statistic. Maximum absolute error is defined as the maximum value of absolute errors in all simulation steps. Accumulative absolute error is defined as the arithmetic sum of errors in all simulation steps. The size of simulation step is 0.001 and the simulation time is 8 s. It can be seen from Table 4 that three-degree-of-freedom model fits the detailed model more, no matter maximum absolute error or accumulative absolute error.
Verification in Frequency Domain
. Considering the considerable influence of the torque increase time on longitudinal vibration, frequency analysis is needed to validate the accuracy in different torque increase rates. Unit pulse excitation is set as inputs into the three models. Frequency responses are obtained as shown in Figure 27 .
It can be seen from Figure 27 that the detailed model and the three-degree-of-freedom model have good coincidence in the interested frequency range (0-10 Hz). Their peaks are at frequency point of 3.175 Hz, with few deviations. However, the frequency response of the twodegree-of-freedom model is different from that of the detailed model. Their peaks are in different frequency points.
Conclusion
(1) A detailed multi-degree-of-freedom nonlinear vehicle longitudinal vibration model is established, considering the torsional vibration of the transmission system and the tire, the tire nonlinear longitudinal force, and the pitch and vertical vibration of the vehicle. This model can reflect the characteristics of the vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration. Based on this model, the mechanism of the longitudinal lowfrequency vibration is revealed. As a result, the torsional stiffness variation of the half-shaft and the tire and the tire slip characteristic has obvious effect on vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration while the torsional stiffness variation of clutch has negligible effect on that by sensitivity analysis. In addition, the suspension vertical vibration and the body pitch vibration have negligible influence on longitudinal lowfrequency vibration when the driving wheel does not reach the critical value. (2) A control-oriented linear model with three degrees of freedom is established. The order of the coupling system is reduced without losing important influence factors such as torsional vibration of the transmission and the tire. The nonlinear longitudinal force of the tire is linearized as an equivalent damper. The moments of inertia of the engine flywheel, the wheel hub (including rim, hub, and brake disk), and the equivalent moment of inertia of vehicle in wheel side compose the three degrees of freedom. The equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients between the flywheel and the wheel hub are derived from the stiffness and damping of the clutch and the half-shaft and those between the hub and vehicle are derived from the tire torsional stiffness and equivalent slip damping.
(3) Estimation method of model parameters is proposed for the reduced-order model. The torsional moments of inertia and the equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients are derived by lumped-mass method. The equivalent slip damping coefficient is estimated accurately by optimizing a designed penalty function.
(4) The three-degree-of-freedom model has a strong agreement with the detailed multi-degree-of-freedom nonlinear model. The time domain responses, error analysis, and frequency responses results show that the three-degreeof-freedom model fits the detailed model more than the two-degree-of-freedom model. The three-degree-of-freedom model can truly reflect the dynamics of vehicle longitudinal low-frequency vibration. It has the characteristics of linearity
